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By letter of 16 January 1979 the President of the Council of the
European Communities requested the European Parliament to deliver an
opinion on the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive on the weights and certain other characteristics (not
including dimensions) of road vehicles used for the carri-age of goods.
The President of the European Parliament referred this propoeal to
the Comrnittee on Transport as the committee responsible a.d to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Committee on Energy
and Research and the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection for their opinions.
On 3I October 1979 the Corunittee on Transport appoj-nted
Mr CAROSSINO rapporteur.
It considered the proposal at its meetings of 5 October 1979,
3l october L979, 27 November !979, 3I January 1980, 28 February 1980
30 tlay 1980, IB June 1980, 25 September 1980 and 29/30 January ]98I.
At the latter meeting the committee adopted the motion for a
resolution and explanatory statement by 11 votes to 2 with 5
abstentions.
Present: Mr Seefeld, chairman; Mr Carossino, vice-ghairman and
rapporteur; Mr Albers, Mr Buttafuoco, Mr Cottrell, Mr lorrhlsl. l,lr Gabert,
Mr Gendebien, Lord Harmar-Nicholls, Mr Janssen van Raay, Mr Key-
Mr Klinkenborg, Mr }4arkozanis (deputizing for I'1r Dalacouras) , ttr Moorhouse,
Mr Moreland, Mr Turner (deputizing for Dame Shelagh Roberts), I.1r Veronesi
(deputizing for Mr Cardia), I4rs Von Alemann (deputizing member) and
I'1r Voyadzis.
The opinions of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the
Conunittee on Energy and Research and the Comnittee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection are attached
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AThe Corunittee on Transport hereby submits to the European Parliament
the following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory statement:
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal from the
Commission of the European communities to the Council for a directi:ze an
the weights and certain other characteristics (not including dimensions)
of road vehicles used for the carriage of goods
- 
having been consulted by the Council (Doc. 575/B),
- 
having regard to the report of the Committee on Transport and the opinions
of the Committee on Economic and l4onetary Affairs, the Committee on FhFrgy
and Research and the Comrnittee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection (Doc.l-865/8O1,
- having regard to the previous reports of the committee on Regional policy
and t'ransport on maximum vehicle dimensions and weights (Doc. 58/63 and
Doc. L73/7I) ,
- recalling the resolution adopted by the European Parlj-ament on 16 Jaauary)19-79- on the present state and progress of the common transport policy and
in particular paragraph I thereof calling for 'the immediate introduction
of a coherent common transport policy',
- having regard to Article 75 of the EEC Treaty which provides, inter a.lia
for 'common rules applicable to internati onal transport to or froo the
territory of a Member State or passing across the territory of one or more
I"lember States' ,
- having regard to the Council resolution concerning new lines of action by
the Community in the field of energy 
".rings3,
- believing that the harmonization at Colununity level of the weigbt_ restrictions
on road vehicles used for the carriage of goods is an effective way of
deterring unilateral national increases in such restrict,j_ons,
- 
whereas road transport accounts for over two-thirds of t,otal eqe.rgy
consumption in the Conununity transport sector, although a conslderable
proportion of long-distance goods traffic could more profitably be carried
by rail, inland waterway or sea,
!t1c lluropean Parliam
- 
having regard to the proposal
Communities to the Councill,
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- whereas it has not hitherto been possible to produce substitute fueJ-s in
sufficient quantities to reduce significantly consumption of petroleg.n
1>roducts for road transport purposes and that no major breakthrough in
this regard can be expected in the short term,
- 
whereas an essent,ial condition for the implementation of the objectives
laid down in Article 74 of the Treaty on the creation of a comnon tranaport
policy is the adoption of comrnon rules applicable to international and
inter-corununity transport and whereas the harrnonization of vehicle weights
and dimensions is an essential element in such rules,
- 
whereas the harmonization of vehicle weights and dimensions is an essential
condition for achieving a stable and open market, for creating a conmon
market in heavy goods vehicles and for afoting road taxes and fuel oil
taxes,
- whereas until such a decision has been taken, a vital element wiII be lack_
inq in future transport planning, an element which directly affects the
buitding of roads, the development of the rail network, the motor vehicle
indr-rstry and, of course, transport service operators and users,
- 
whereas at the same time the protection of the environment, the ad,option
of effective safety measures and the heavy cost, of roadbuilding_i-npose
rimitations on increases in the weights and dimensions of vehirles and mean
that a way muet be found to reconcile such diverse and egually important
demands,
- recalling that an agreement such as that proposed by the Comrnission, however
Iimited, has been awaited for a number of years and that all the argrrnents
for and against increasing vehicle weights have been fully set out and
discussed by public opinion,
)
A[)provcs Lhe cornmissicn's proposar in general, since it opens the r*ay
towards the harmonization of road vehicle weights, and asks f)r further
studies to be carried out on the technical questions raised in
paragraphs 5 and 7 below;
Points out the somewhat restrictive nature having regard to progress made
in the past and the serious problems now emerging, of the Council'e reguest
to the comrnission in December 1975 'to develop a practical solution to the
probrem of vehicre weights and dimensions in the community,l;
considers however that the 'stepby-step' approach epitomized. by this
proposal, can be j,ustified only within the context of a coherent overall
approach to the establishment of a conmon transport policy and an effective
transport network;
1 
.or(ze) 728 finar, page I
3.
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4.
5.
Notes the concrusion of the report recentry submitted to the united
Kingdom Minister of Transport that 'so far as possible lorry standards
and regulations should be determined on an EEC basis,;
Believes that the Corunission proposal under consideration is limited
and does not reflect such an overall approach since:
(i) it does not take sufficient account of the fact that the
energy crisis affecting the industrialized coqntriee and the
corununity in particurar has grown significantly worse and that
as a result priority must be given to energy savings;
(ii) there is a need to consider the results of current studies
and research in a nurnber of corununity countries on suspensions
and tyres and on the optimum relationship between the maximum
axle weight, the axle spacing and the amount of damage to
road surfaces, bridges and buildings, the exten! of vehicle
overloading, the reduction of energy consumption and increasing
safety;
(iii) it does not harmonize all the important technical characteristics
of heavy goods vehicles;
Notes that the Cornrnittee on the Environment, public Hea].th and Consumer
Protection decided, by a very narrow majorityr that the comnission,s
proposal was 'unreasonable,, and called upon the Corun_i-esion, in the light
of the committee's opinion, to carry out regular reviews of the situation
on transPort by rail, sea and vrater\./ay in order to assess the feasibility
transferring the carriage of certain goods to these modes of transport;
Reguests the Corunission, bearing in mind the different objectivee of
earlier studies and with a view to obtaining more comprehensive
documentation, to undertake and coordinate further studies on:
(i) the optimum consumption per tonne per km for road vehicres;
(ii) damage characteristics of vehicles especiarly in rerat,ion
to roads, bridges and buirdings and with reference to the
effect of different axle spacinge on these characteristics;
(iii) the desirability of fitting vehicles with devices to rimit
speed and of laying down, according to their weight and
category, their maximum and possibly minimum speeds;
(iv) lorry-routing and the designation of nego areas for rorries,





I 7 votes to 6
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8. Calls upon the Corunission to inform Parliament of progress.rqade towards
the fixing of ltre noise timit for heavy goods vehicles at 80 decibels by
1985 at the latest, in pursuance of the declaration by the Council of
t'linisters to this effect tn L977;
9. Points out that agreement on harmonization wiII facilitate the control
of compliance with standards for noise, emission, braking and lighting,
thereby improving the present sj-tuation as regards pollution and road
safety, facilitating controls of vehicles on the road and preventing
overloading which is a freguent cause of fatal accidents;
10. Maintains that an increase in vehicle weights would lead to a reduction
in the rate of increase in the number of heavy goods vehicles on the road;
lI. Supports the reguest made by various trade union organizations that
concrete measures should be taken, in conjunction with the directive on
weights, in the field of social legislation to improve working
conditions of drivers and help to increase the safety of transport;
L2. BeIieves, moreover, that harmonization in this area, a6 well as ensuring
more effective competition between the various modes of transport,
should promote the increased utilization of combined modes of transport,
thereby also helping the railways to strengthen considerably their
contribution to Community transport;
]3. Stresses, in view of the particular dependence on road haulage, as
against other modes, of the Community's peripheral regions, the
significance of the harmonization of vehicle weights for the
Community' s regional policy;
L4. Calls upon the Member States to implement a stricter enforcement of
control in the Ioading of vehicles accompanied by stiffer penalties for
infringement of the regulation, and asks that coneideration be given
to procedures for the prosecution of vehicle owners situated in Member
States other than the one in which infringement takes place;
15. Believes that a provisional solution might be found, as has been
suggested in various guarters, in reachirg an agreed value for the
gross vehicle weight per driving axle for the most widely used vehicte
in intra-Community transport (vehicle combinations, road trains or
articulated vehicles with five axles and 40 tonnes total weight) and
believes that if the Community were to adopt this solution it would be
making a valuable contribution to transport which would thus benefit
from increased productivity and energy savings;
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16. Aware, however, of the limited nature of the proposals put forwarci,
which could not achieve complete harmonization, calrs upon the
commission to continue studies to determine all the optimum technical
standards on Ioads and dimensions of industrial vehicles of the
future, taking into account progress made in automobile technology
and the need to pursue the prime objectives of energy saving, greater
safety and less damage to the environment;
l-7. rnsists +-hat the entry into force of the directive shourd be
accompanied by the entry into force of the directive on the taxation
of commercial goods vehicles;
18. CaIIs upon the Commission to amend Annex I of the draft directive
where necessary in the tight of the evidence presented in the report
noted in paragraph 4 above and other studies recently carried out
within the Community, and calls upon the Council to reconsult
Parliament in the event of the Commission making amendments which
substantiarry affect the contents of the existing directive;
19. Believes that it is desirable, in order to give reasonalole confidence
to the populations of the Member States that overweight and dangerously
loaded rorries are effectivery kept off the roads, that dynamic
weighbridges or other effective devices capable of measuring the total
weight and axle weights of moving lorries should be installed on a1I
major routes at locations where the flow of traffic is not affected;




r EXT PROPOSED BY T HE COMMISSION OF
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
AMENDED TEXT
Preamble andArticles 1 - 6 unchanged
Article 7 Article 7
The lilcmber States may, after consult- The I'lember Statas may, after
ing the Corunission on the general informinq the Commission on the
nature of the measures proposed: - Seneral nature of the measures
proposed: 
-
a) derogate from the provisions of
Article 3 in the case of vehicles rest u,;,changed
used for the carriage of dangerous
goods,
b) cxclude vehicles conforming to
this Directive from certain routes
or structures for reasons of
safety or of protection of the
infrastructure or the environment.
Such measures shall apply to all
vehicles with the same weight or
other characteristics.
Articles 8 and 9 unchanged
Annex I, paragraphs I.1.and I.2.unchanged
Paraqraph I.3. Paraqraph 1.3.
Combined vehicles (articulated vehicles Combined vehicles (articulated vehicles
and road trains) and road trains)
- motor vehicle with two - motor vehicle with two
axles axles
+ trailer or semi-trailer + trailer or semi-trailer
with two axles 35 tonnes with two axles 35 tonnes
with three axles 40 tonnes with three axles 40 tonnes
- motor vehicle with three - motor vehicle $rith three
axles axles
+ trailer or semi-trailer + trailer or semi trailer
with two axles 42 tonnes with two axles 40 tonnef
with three axles 44 tonnes
Arrrle.x 1, pafagraphs 2 and 3, and







I. The proposed directive on the weights and certain other characteristics
(not including dimensions) of road vehicles used for the carriage of good"l
conLains only nine articles and three short annexes. This brevity is
deceptive, for the present proposal is the result cf over twenty years'
discussion and technical and political argument. Although to some extent
the product of compromise, the proposal remains undeniably controversial
and, as the Commission itself would not dispute, has been the subject of
keen debate in various quarters. while intending to deal below with the
more controversial implications, your rapporteur wishes to make clear from
the outset that his objective in drafting this report is to strike upon an
cguitable balance, under the proposed directive, between these different
demands, all of which are comprehensibb and important.
2. In 1963 and 1971 the Commission presented proposals on maximum vehicle
dimensions and weights2 and the European Parliarnent delivered its opinion on
them in the DE GRYSE and RICHARTS reports3. In 1972 the Community of the
Six came near to reaching agreement on an ll-tonne axle raeight, but this
agreement was abandoned during the accession negotiations to enlarge the
Community and subseguently rejected by the Council of Ministers. The Commission
has noE produced alternative suggestions for its proposals concerning
vehicle dimensions as these have already been presented separately to the
Council. The present proposal, therefore, amends only that part of the
original 1971 draft directive relating to weights.
3. The failure of the Commission's I97I proposal was occasioned in part by
Lhe difficulties of certain countries seeking to join the Community, and in
part also to a change of attitude by the cerman Government. Faced with
continuing difficulties (as the Commission points out in the explanatory
note to the proposal), the Council in 1975 invited the Committee of Permanent
Representatives, with the assistance of the Commission, to develop a 'practical
solution to the problem of vehicle weights and dimensions' . Following the
presentation by the Commission of a recolunended new approach, contained in
4a working paper' submitted to the Council in Decenber L976, the Commission
was asked to prepare proposals for legislation. The present proposal has
developed from that working paper, following consultations with hauliers,
motor manufacturers, environmentalists and other interested groups.
1 oo.. 575/78 and cOM(78) 728 final
2 Do". vII cOM(63) I31 final 
- 
OJ No. c 90, 11.9.1971
3 
,o.. 58/63 and Doc. L73/7L
4 Doc. No. rz/2a76/76 (TRANS r38), 22.Lt.Lg76




To define the corunission's brief still further, it should be pointed
that, at recent Council meetings, i,lember Governments have laid emphasis
tho following six objectives:
(i) keeping down transport costs,
(ii) conserving energy resources,
(iii) minimizing damage to infrastructure,
(iv) minimizing damage to the environment,
(v)
(vi )
improving the control of commercial vehicle traffic,
progress towards a Corununity scheme for whole vehicle type
approval in the commercial field.
5. 'l'lrc present proposal incidentally deals only with vehicles having a
maximum ladm weight of 3.5 tonnes or more, and proposals covering smaller
vehicles have already been submitteC by the Commission and were the subject
of the opinion delivered by the European Parliament in the NYBORG reportl.
6. Within the range of combined vehicle types considered in this proposal,
the Commission provides for a maximum authorized gross vehicle weight (GVW)
of 44 tonnes for a motor vehicle with three axles plus a trailer or semi-
trailer also with three axles. This proposed maximum cVIaI should be set
against that currently permitted in the various Member States, which ranges
from 32.5 tonnes in the UK to 50 tonnes in The Netherlands, with certain
Corununity countries2 harrirrg increased their maximum GVw to 40 tonnes and
abovc since I973.
7. llouever, your rapporteur wishes to emphasize that, in his opinion, the
cornerstone of the proposal is not the maximum GVW authorized for the above-
mentioned category of vehj-cle, but rather the 40 tonne GWI proposed for two-
axle towing vehicleswith two or three-axle trailers or sernitrailers. The
Commission considers this the most economical vehicle arrangement from
the hauliers' point-of-view, citing the lower deadweight and first cost of
two-axle tractors. Your rapporteur fully endorses the view that a decision
to authorize such vehicle combinations would represent a significant advance
in political and economic terms.
u. A further point that should be emphasized in this introductory section
is that, if adopted in its present form, the effect of this proposal would
bc essentially on cross-border transport within the Corununity. As Article 3
n\akes clear, Member States could not refuse or prohibit the putting into
circulation or the use of vehicles conforming to its provisions, though, of
cout.6e, within a Member State authorizing a GW{ in excess of 44 tonnes such
maximq would continue to be permitted. At the same time, no Member State
would be obliged to admit a vehicle with a cVW in excess of 44 tonnes.
' 
,o.. 36/77
2 rtaly, Denmark and, in the case of road trains, Belgium and Luxembourg
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9. Your rapporteur has thought it worthwhile to surnmarize in this section
Lhe history of this proposal and certain of its provisions because, as
pointed out in paragraph 1 above, its subject is undeniably controversial.
The many areas upon which it has a direct bearing include the fundamental
objectives of the common transport policy, competition between transport
modes, the improvement of social conditions within this sector, potential
damage to the environment (including pollution, noise and vibration),
effects on existing infrastructure, the respective reguirements of vehicle
manufacturers, operators and users, the future of road-raiI transport and
the implications for the railways, the formulation of road construction
I)rograrnmes, road safety, freight traffic trends and, above aII, energy
conservation.
10. In concluding this introduction, your rapporteur wishes to express the
Committ,ee's gratitude to the organizations which particpated in the meeting
with experts held on 30 May 1980 in Brusse1sl. The written submissions
provided by each of these organizations and those sent in by others which
did not attend the meeting2, together with the oral evidence presented on
30 May, were of considerable help to the rapporteur in the drafting of this
report and enabled him to steer a way through the wealth of inter-related
factors mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
11. In the following sections of the report your rapporteur will attempt
to analyse as objectively as possible each of the main arguments to which
the proposal has given rise, in the firm conviction that, given the
necessary political will, an eguitable solution can and must be found to
a complex problem which has bedevilled the Community transport sector for
almost twenty years.
II THE CASE FOR TNR}4ONIZATION
L2. The principle of the harmonization of vehicle weights has now been
accept.ed by almost alI the parties affected, including most environmentalists
This is not surprising, as there can be few fields in which the case for
harmonization as such - Ieaving aside the level at which such harmonization
takes effect - is so persuasive.
See Annex
FNL'R (French National Road Federation), UK council for Environment
Conservation, Group of Nine
See submission of the European Environmental Bureau (PE 64.944) paragraph 20.
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13. The achievement of the objectives laid down in Article 74 of the Treaty
(creation of a common transport policy) depends on the adoption of 'common
rules applicable to international transport to or from the territory of a
Member State or passing across the territory of one or more Memjcer States'
(Article 75 (1) (a) of the EEC Treaty) .
The introduction of Community maxima in respect of the weights and
dimensions of road vehicles used in international transport would clearly
constitute such common rules. The variations in I'lember States' maximum
GW (from 32.5 to 50 tonnes) have led to an unsatisfactory state of
affairs where either lorries may have to be partially unladen in the course
of an international journey or operators may be liab1e to pay substantial
fines.
14. Another argument in favour of harmonization of vehicle weights and
dimensions is that it is an essential precondition to the creation of a
1
common HGV- market within the Community andrby implicationrto enhanced
market stability and transparency and improved conditions of competition.
15. Decisions on a long-term road construction prograrruD,e can be reached
only with advance knowledge of the maximum weights and dimensions of the
vehicLes to be allowed on the roads. This also applies to any decision
on an effective common system for recovering infrastructure costs, which
would reguire the alignment of specific transport taxes, especially road
taxes and fuel oil taxes, and a comrnon policy on road levies such as
2
motorway tolIs-. Such decisions are clearly essential if the Community
is to elirninate distortions of competition between modes (especially
vis-i-vis the railways) .
16. Agreement on harmonization should facilitate the control of compliance
with existing Community directives on noise and exhaust systems3, air456pollution', braking", steering- and overloading, thus making a significant




,". SEEFELD report, Doc. 5L2/78, p. 47, para. I34
3 af. Council Directive 7O/L57/EEc, Commission Directive 73/35O/EE),
Council Directive 77/TI2/EE3
4 
.f. council Directive s 7O/\2O/EE}, 72/3o6/EEc, 74/2go/Eilc,
commission Directives 77/LO2/EEg, 78/665/EEc
? 
"f. Council Directive 7L/32O/EEC, Commission Directives7 4/I32/EE?, 7 5 /524/EEC
U 
""r. council Directive 7O/3lL/EEc
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Li. In their opj.nions annexed to this report, both the Committee on Energy and
Rcsearch and the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
protectton questioned the desirability of further j-ncreases in the relative
volumc of freig)-rt carried by road. As energy-saving considerations must be
paramount, your rapporteur would agree that a not insignificant proportion of
Long distance goods traffic could be more effecitvely transferred to other modes
of transport. Ile worrld point out, however, that agreement on a capacity policy
defining the relative number and carrying capacity of goods transport vehicles
can be reached only if maximum dimensions and weights have already been laid down.
IB. To conclude this section, your rapporteur would assert his belief that
witl1out a decision on harmonization, a major element of future transport
planning will be lacking, affecting as it does road construction and transport
policy, the motor vehicle industry, the railways and, of course, the otrErators
and users of transport services. This admitEdly difficult decision is some
twenty years overdue, and at least eleven from a legal point-of-vi.rl.
The present proposal, even if not complete, represents a steP forward
along t-he 1:ath of harmonizing conditions of competition; without such
lrarmonization no real progress can be made towards an effective liberal-
ization of Lhe transport market.
In short, your rapporteur fully endorses the view expressed in the SEEFELD
1
report', that 'there can be no hope of making major headway with the common
t-ransport polrcy until this problem is solved'.
III TIIU COMMISSION PROPOSAL
19. As stated above, the proposed directive is the product of a compromise. The
first result of this compromise approach is that it wiII have no effect on the
rnaximum weights permitted within a country where these are above the proposed
norms. On thc other hand, in countries such as the United Kingdom and Ireland,
its effc:ct will be to increase the present permitted maxima. Cross-frontier
traffic will thus be particularly affected by the dual system - Community and
nationaL - wtrich will result from the adoption of this proposal. Countries
wherc the maximum weight is below that proposed in the directive wiII enjoy a
certain advantage, whereas countries admitti-ng a maximum weight exceeding that
now proposed will. encounter difficulties.
20. t'he fact that the proposal does not lay down mandatory maximum weights,
ancl that countries wiII be able to use vehicles whose weight exceeds the
Community norm for internal traffic at least, will make the common calculations
of road cosLs and many other essentials of European transPort policy much
morc di.fficult to establish.
I lh" provisrons of Article 75 (1) (a) of
been laid down during the transitional
2 
,o". 512/78, para.J-35
the EEC Treaty were due to have
period, i.e. by 1969.
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21. On the other hand, your rapporteur has no guaxrel with the possibility
granted Member States under Article 7 (b) to 'exclude vehicles conforming
l-o t-his Directive from certain routes or structures for. reasons of
safct-y or of protection of the infrastructure or the environment'. The
Mcmber States are thus left to decide themselves on the establishment of
'no-go areas' which they deem unsuitable for the passage of heavy
vehicles, just as they may alsoexclude such vehicles from any roads or
bridges IikeIy to suffer inordinate damage.
22. Another sense in which the proposed directive is clearly incomplete
is that it fails to offer any solution to the problems of the transport
by road of 4O-foot ISo containers, for which it would be necessary,
according to certai., e*p"rtsf, to allow a cvw of 44/45 tonnes for
vclriclcs having not more than five axles.
23. Your rapport,eur appreciates thaL the Comrnission's hands were tied
l:y having been instructed by the Council merely to find a 'practical
solution' to the problem of vehicle weights and that, in these circumstances,
the Commission had tittle choice but to aim at partial harmonization,
involving certain vehicles only, rather than the comprehensive harmonization
of the entire Community vehicle f1eet. However, while he is able to
accept that the proposed directive may constitute a valuable step forward,
your rapporteur feels compelled to point out to the Commission and the
Council that the 'step-.by-step' approach exemplified by this proposal may
be justified only within the context of a coherent overall approach to
the establishment of a common transport policy and an effective road
transport network.
24. Regreth,bly, your rapporteur feels obliged to take this point one stage
further by asserting that the proposed directive is not only limited for
the reasons stated above, but also fails to reflect the desired overall
approach in three key respects: firstly, it takes insufficient account of
Ltre worsening energy crisis in all industrialized countries and the
Community in particular and the prirne importance of any measures likely
to produce energy savings. Secondly, with regard to potential road
damage, in the view both of the rapporteur and of the great majority of
organizations consulted, the Commission has placed too much faith in the
AASIIO tests carried out back in the 1950's and the 4th power relation-
ship between axle weight and road damage, and has paid insufficient heed
to more recent findings concerningt for example, the influence of tyre
pressure and improved suspension. Thirdly, your rapporteur feels the
Commission has provided inadequate documentary evidence in reply to the
varioue objections raised by environmentalist groups and rrculd therefore
ask the Commission to coordinate the findings of the most recent studies
on road damage. Your rapporteur will himself deal with certain
environmental aspects of the proposal below, together with a number of its
other implications.
'' See, for example, PE 65.389,/Ann., para. 3
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IV IMPL]CATIONS OF THE PROPOSAL
^. _lrlglgy
'2\. nny assessment of the proposed directive must take ful] account of the
fact th.rt. road transport accounts for over two-thirds of total energy con-
sumpLion in the Communj.ty transport s.ctorl, which itself accounts for
approximately lB% of the Community's total energy consumption.
'l'lrc.re is no getting round the fact that, in many areas of the Community,
road haulagc is often the only means of transporting freight, and that no
major brcakthrough in the use of substitute fuels in road transport can be
expecLed in the short-term.
The Committee on Transport is acutely aware of the serious implications
of this situation, and for th:-s reason has organized a public hearing on
'I,lncrr;y-savings in the field of transport', to be held in Brussels on
27/28 Novcmber with the participation of some 16 international bodies
lravinq special competence and expertiss in this field.
26. 'l'hc Governments of the Member States are egually aware of the need to
conscrvc scarce resources of petroleum products and, indeed, urged the
Conrmissron to take account of this problem in proposing maximum weights
for road vehicles.
27. In its proposal, the Commission suggests that energy savings can be
achievcd by:
- 
Lcctrnical irnprovements in engines, transmission and the
aerodynamics of vehrcle construction,
- increasing GVW
- r.ncreasing the ration of payload to gross vehicle weight
by permitting increases in axle weight and hence reducing
the number of axles required for a given GVW.
?.f1 . 'Ihe Conunittee on Transport, for its part, feels that the Commission
slrould also be asked to establish, in the form of studies,
(i) ttre optimum tonne/km fuel consumption ratio2,
(ii) Lhe desirability of fixing maximum and, possibly, minimum speeds
according to the werght of vehicles for all classes of roud3, and
(iii) the feasibility of fitting vehicles with speed-limiting devices,
such as those currently being developed in France4.
I* Commission study entitled '1n favour of an energy-efficient society'(DG xvrr 
- 
235 (79) , Ch. 4.1.1)
)
'- Yolrr rapl.rorteur would emphasize in this connection that certain experts
maintain t-hat a vehrcle havrng a cvw of 44 tonnes consumes 15% less fuel
per tonnc,/km than a vehicle having a G\/W of 32.5 tonnes
1
" See opinion of the Committee on Energy and Research in annex, para. I0
4 Ot ah. Corunittee meeting of 30 May ISBO the UNICE representative affirmed
that the results of final tests on these devices would be announced 'within
a1:proximately six months' .
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29. Your rapporteur fully supports the view of the Committee on Energy
and Rcsearch when, in its opinion, it caIIs for an energy-orientated
approach to Community transport. He would point out, however, that a
rational use of the different modes with the aim of reducing oil
consumption and saving energy is dependent, once again, upon the formulation
of an overall approach, encompassing road, rail and water, to Community
transport policy.
30. Pending the adoption of that approach, and subject to the Commission
undertaking the studies reguested above, your rapporteur considers that
this proposal, given trat jt increases the ratio of payload, to GW{, should
be wel-comed inasmuch as it will lead to a reduction in fuel consumption
in a sector which, for the foreseeable future at least, will remain
necessarily dependent upon petroleum products.
B.-E!ytr9!99!E-r-pr9-t99!-i9!-g!g-1939-ge-rg-ty
3I. Your rapporteur notes that, by a slender majorityl, the Comrnittee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection adopted an amendment
to that Committee's draft opinion in which it states that the Comrnission
proposal is 'unreasonable' and calls on the Commission to propose
substantially lower limits.
32. No-one who has followed the history of the harmonization of vehicle
weights can be unaware of the particular situation in two Member States,
in wl'rich some nine-tenths of all freight traffic is moved by road and,
moreover, on roads the design of which, in many cases and for whatever
reason, fails to allow for this volume of traffic.
This is in no way to belittle the justifiable grounds for concern
ircld by the public and by environmentalists, not just in the United
Kinqdom and Ireland, but throughout the Community. your rapporteur
feels most strongly that, in the search for an effective Community
compromise, the problem should be considered from as wide a perspective
as possible if a fair balance is to be achieved between the interests of
all thc Member States and all other interested parties.
33. In recent years there has developed an i-ncreasing awareness of the
price that industrialized societies have had to pay for technological
development in terms of damage to the environment. We are now conscious
not only of the need to anticipate the harmful effects new technigues and
technologies may have, but also to avoid or alleviate the damage caused by
existing industries. The task of trying to put right the effects of much
indiscriminate, and sometimes unintentional, abuse of our natural
environment is more difficult but this too is now being attempted.
1 7 votes to 6
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34. If environmental potlution has largely been caused by industrial
clcvelopmcnt, it is also true that a considerable part of that pollution
is clue to the conseguential development of transport. Legitimate
grievances are constantly being expressed concerning the nuisance and
dangers caused by large vehicles travelling through towns or on roads
which were never designed to acconunodate them. As far as road transport
is concerned, it is possible to distinguish three main categories of
r:nvi.r<;nnrenl-a I danrage: -
(a) Damage to, or destruction of, areas of natural beauty or
amenity value by the construction of badly sited roads;
(b) Noise pollution;
(c) PoIIution from exhaust emisgions.
The first of these categories fa1ls outside the scope of the present
directive and, j-ndeed, is largely beyond the scope of Coomunity action,
being essentialty a matter for the national and regional planning
authorities of the l4ember States. Nevertheless, your rapporteur wishes
to draw attention to the importance of the proper siting of new roads and
motorways. This is a matter which does not just involve damage to the
landscape, since badly sited roads can cause unnecessary noise and exhaust
pollution. Your rapporteur welcomes the greater general awareness of the
irreparable damage which may be done to our environment. If this
awareness has made the construction of new rOads and motOrways more
contentious and difficult than formerly, this must be regarded as an
acceptable price to pay in the interests of preserving our environment.
35. Noise and exhaust pollution, however, are matters which offer greater
scope for Community legislation. Your rapporteur therefore welcomes the
fact that the proposed directive applies existing Community standards in
respect of the omission of pollutants from diesel engines for use in motor
vehicles, the permissible sound level and exhaust system of motor vehj.cles
and for measures to be taken against air pollution by gases from positive
ignition engines of motor vehicles (see Annexes If and III).
36. Sincc these measures are to apply not only to future vehicles conforming
with the proposed specifications in the directive but also to vehicles
already in scrvice, your rapporteur is convinced that the enactment of the
directive can lead only to an improvement of the present situation in respect
of noise and exhaust pollution. This, of course, does not mean that the
Corunission should not continue to seek the improvement of limitations on
noisc and exhaust pollution from all forms of transport, nor that the
Eurol:ean Parliament will not continue to supPort and, where necessary, to
stimulate the Commission in its efforts.
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37. In this connection, your rapporteur would ask the Commission to inform
Parliament on progress achieved towards fixing a noise limit of BO decibels
by 1985, as advocated by the Council of Ministers in L977 '
38. Legitimate public anxiety has also been expressed with regard to road
safety and heavy goods vehicles. Accidents involving heavily laden
vchicles or ones carrying dangerous loads are depressingly freguent' It
is tiren fair to ask whether the proposed directive is likely, by permitting
greater GVWs than are at present allowed in certain Member States, to cause
an incrcasc in heavy goods vehicle accidents.
39. In your rapporteur's opinion, such fears are largely unfounded'
A<imitLeclly. the inertia of heavy vehicles is likely to cause more severe
accidcnts than may occur with lighter vehicles; but the real Problem lies
elsewhere. It is not the weight of vehicles that causes accidents as
much as their overloading, often combined with deficient braking and steering
systems which is the main cause of many accidents.
40. The adoption of the present proposal should make it easier to control
vehicles, particularly in respect of overloading, though it is to be
regretted that its provisions are permissive rather than mandatory'
Annex II provides for the application of Cornmunity legislation concerning
braking and steering standards to heavy goods vehicles. The directive
s5ouId then not only raise present standards, but also stimulate tighter
standards governing noise and exhaust pollution and improve road safety
by clamping down on overloading and defficient braking and steering systems.
41. One favourable consequence of larger vehicles which is sometimes
ignorc<l is that their introduction can mean a reduction in the number of
vehicles on the road and this in itself makes a positive contribution to
road safety.
42. FinaIIy in this section of his report, your rapPorteur would again
call attention to Article '7 of the proposal, which not only allows Member
States to take special measures in the case of vehicles carrying dangerous
goods, but al-so to 'exclude vehicles conforming to this Directive from
certain routes or structures for reasons of safety or of protection of the
infrastructure or the environment.....' This is an important provision,
and it places a certain onus on environmental interest grouPs to Put
pressure on the relevant bodies in their Member States to make full and





43. As stated above, one of the main 
- 
and, in your rapporteur's opinion,
most justifiable 
- 
criticisms levelled at the Corunission's proposal is
its over-reliance on the AASHO tests and the 4th power relationship for
the calculation of road damage.
lle considers it essential that the Commission be reguested to provide
more comprehensive and upto-date documentation on this question.
44. Although an increase in weights can undoubtedly lead to an increase
in the maintenance costs of certain roads within the Community, when
viewed from an overall perspective these costs should be more than offset
by the general economic benefits to be derived from harmonization.
45. Three additional mitigating factors concerning infrastructure costs
are:
(i) the improvement in road construction techniques since the
publication of the AASHO tests in 1960,
(if) recent technological progress in vehicle suspensions and tyres, and
(iii) the abovementioned provision for derogation under Article 7
of the proposal, enabling the Member States to keep heavy
vehicles off roads and bridges unsuited to such traffic and
to guard against potential damage to certain vulnerable
underground structures such as gas mains, etc.
4(r. A solution to the problem of infrastructure costs would also be
faciliLated by the adoption by the Council of the Comrnission's 1976
proposal for Community financial support for transport infrastructure
.1prolects .
D . !9_"131_ ]$p-1_ise!]9!s
4'?. Your rapporteur shares the regret expressed by various trade-unions2
Lhat the 'consultations' referred to in the Commission's explanatory note
were held with 'hauliers, motor manufacturers, environmentalists and other
interested groups', with no mention of road transport drivers or their trade-
union organizations.
Any disillusion felt by transport workers is all too easily understood
in vicw of the Community's sorry social record in the transport field and
its failure, with the sole exception of Regulatron 543/69, to give
practicatr effect to the Council Decision of l"lay 1955 on the general
harmonization of social provisions in transport.
I 
,". also the report by Mr KLINKENBORG (PE 65.509) on the Commission
memorandum on the rOle of the Community in Lhe developement of
transport infrastructure (COM (79) 550 final) .




4U. Your rapporteur feels that a fresh effort in this direction is long overdue,
and believes that the present proposal should be backed up by simultaneous
cDncreEe measures in the social field (concerning, for example, vocational
tr.-rining, driving and working hours, and the standardization of cab and bunk
eguipment in heavy goods vehicles).
IIe finds it more difficult, however, to share the trade unions' view Lhat
hcavier vehicles wiII increase unemployment, since increased GW should create
more favoural)Ie cconomic conditions in this sector.
49. In the meantime, drivers should obtairi some teassurance from the fact
that the present proposal is likely to improve road safety by facilitating
tlte control of compliance with Comrnunity directives on braking, steering
and, in particular, overloading.
E- B3-ilvSvg
50. One of the strongest arguments put forward against increasing the
weights and dimensions of road vehicles is that this might q)erate against
t'he interests of the transPort of goods by rail, particularly at a time
wlrc-'n, abovc aII for energy reasons, it is generally felt deeirable to
increase the share of goods traffic carried by rail. Your raPPorteur
fully shares this preoccupation. The need for a balance between transport
by road and by rail is fully justified by the important economies offered
by rail transport in respect of energy saving and by its relatively
unharmful effects upon the environment. This is also true of transport by
inland waterway.
5I. It should be pointed out, however, that as far as a common transport
policy is concerned, the issue is not one of protecting a particular mode
of transport (i.e. the railways) but one of ensuring equal treatment
between all types of transport in order to ensure effective competition
and the most favourable opportunities and options for user and consumer:
this is a point which has frequently been stressed by the European
Par I iament.
52. Arriving at a common definition of maximum weights and dimensions for
road vehicles could indeed operate in the interests of the railways, since
it will be extremely difficult to arrive at a common European rail policy
until it has been decided what the payload of road vehicles will be and
what expenditure will have to be allocated to road construction and how
that expenditure should be borne.
53. The definition of standards for road vehicles should also operate in
the interests of developing a greater use of mixed modes of transport,
c.g. road,/rail, ship,/rail,/road, which will enable optimum use of the
railways. The international standardization of container dimensions has
had a certain de facto effect on lorry weights and dimensions; it would,
therefore, appear reasonable to begin converting this into de iure permitt.ed
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lnaxima, cvetl if the restrictive nature of the present proposal unfortunately
1>rccludes a fulIy satisfactory solution to the problem of containers at this
s ta(re.
t;4. 
'l'he implementation of any policy to make the maximum uae of rait transport
not only reguires very high capital investment but will also take a considerable
period of time. Considerations of energy conservation and environmental
protection may well, at some future date, compel us to give special protection
and encouragement to the railways over and above the present competition
J>rinciples. This, however, does not mean that there is any contradiction
between making the best possible use of the railways and developing their
potential, and making the most effective use of the Community's road and
motor vehicle network. The real solution thus lies not in penalizing road
transport but in maximizing the potential of the railways.
55. rinally, it should be borne in mind that most of the Community,s
peripheral regions are especially dependent upon road transport as against
other modes.
I,'. Third countries
56. There is no reason to believe that, upon their accession to the Comrnunity,
the proposed directive wiII pose significant problems of adjustment for creece,
Spain or Portugal, each of which currently permits a maximum cWV of 38 tonnes.
l>7. A more difficult area wiII be the need for the Community to negotiate
satisfactory arrangements with the transit countries of Yugoslavia, Austria
and Switzerland, which at present operate limits below those now being
proposed for the Community" The Council's awareness of this problem was
illustrated at the meeting of the Council of Transport llinisters on
24 June 1980, which discussed the directives to be given to the Commission
for the negotiation of an agreement, between the Community and neighbouring
third countries on common rules applicable t,o combined rail /road carriage
of goods, and examined a Commission statement on relations with Austria
on transport matters, in particular as regards a Community financial
contribution to the building of the Innkreis-Pyhrn motorway.
CONCLUSlONS
5ti. In the light of the above considerations, your rapporteur advocates
a Comrnunity decision, as soon as possible, authorizing the circulation gf
vehicle combinations, road trains or articulated vehicles having up to
five axles (with a maximum driving axle weight of 11 tonnes) and a cvw of
40 tonnes. Such a decision, affecting a significant proportion of the
Community's vehicle fleet, would constitute a decisive sLep forward in
political and economic terms, Iikely to lead to immediate increases in





political climate is sufficiently propitious at present to enable a
decision authorizing Corununity maxima in excess of 40 tonnes, and believes
the onus is now on the Cornmission to justify such an additional increase
by providing more comprehensive technical documentation.
59. Your rapporteur therefore proposes that, in paragraph 1.3 of Anrex I
to the Commission proposal, the Iast line'with three axles - 44 tonnes'
ghould be deleted, and, in tle penultimate line, '42 tonnes' should be
replaced by '40 tonnes' .
60. your rapporteur would stress, however, that he considers this merely
as an intermediate solution, and that the Community vehicle of the future would
appear to be a five-axle vehicle combination with a maximum weight of
44-45 tonnes, t.he introduction of which ought to maximise energy savings and
ease the problem of container transport.
6I. Apart from some purety drafting amendments concerning dates which are
no longer realistic (in Articles 4 and 8), your rapporteur would suggest
only one further amendment of substance: in Article 7, the first sentence
of which reads 'The Member States may, after consulting the Commission ......',
'consulting' should be replaced by'informing' to emphasize the powers of
derogation afforded Member states.
62. In conclusion, therefore, the Commission is requested to pursue
studies aimed at defining all the technical characteristics of the
Community vehicle fleet of the future in a manner which reflects the underlying
6blectives of increased energy savings and productivity, together with
improved protection of the environment and road safety. Subject to the
Commission's agreement to undertake these studies and the incorporation
of the abovementioned amendments, the committee is asked to approve this
report and the Commission proposal-
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ANNEK
Meetinq with experts held on 30 lr,lav 1980 in Brussels
Orqanizations represented:
- Permanent Conference of Chambers of Comrnerce and Industry in the EEC
- Committee on Transport Workers' Unions in the EEC
- UNICE (union of Industries in the European Corununity)
- European Environmental Bureau
- 
European Conference of Local and Regional Authorities
- IRU (International Road Union)
- CLCA (Motor l,lanufacturers' Liaison Committee)
The meeting with experts organized by the committee confirmed the
oxistr-.ncc-'of a wide range of opinion which clearly illustrated the
<liffr.culLies involved in securing an agreement between advocates of such
divergent positions.
The main cause of this situation ie the disparities which exist
between the technical norms currently in force in the various Ivlember
StaLes.
Ilowever, the experts' statements to the committee indicated broad




- minimizing damage to the environment and road infrastrucutre.
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OPINION OF THE COI{MITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND MONETARY AFFAIRS
Letter from Mr NYBORG, draftsman, to I4r SEEFELD, chairman of
the Committee on Transport
9 April, L979
Dear Mr Chairman,
At its meeting of 5 and 6 April L979, the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs considered the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council for a directive on the weights and
certain other characteristics (not incLuding dimensions) of road vehicles
used for the carriage of goods (Doc. 575/78).
This proposal replaces a previous proposal submitted in 1971, which
itself was a compromise proposal foltowing more than eight years of
continuous discussions in the Councl-I. Now, after fifteen years of
discussions, it is clearly high time that an agreement was reached.
The current situation of divergent national regulations makes matters
extremely difficult for undertakings which, in the pursuit of t,heir
busj.ness, have to use commercial vehicl-es not only in national but also
in international transport and in intra-Community transport in particular.
Their choice of vehicle wilr depend on the Member state in which the
vehicle is for the most part to be used. As far as t,he load is concerned,
this needs to be adapted to the particurar route that has to be taken.
Not only does the current divergency of national laws mean that
transPort operators have t,o bear additional costs and go in uncertainty
because of the totally untransparent situation, but it is also extremely
unsatisfactory for the manufacturers of commercial vehicles, who are
obliged to comply with the legal specifications laid down in the Member
State where they wish to market the vehicles they produce.
- 
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free comp€tition within the common market is therefore still nothing
more than a dream for the commercial vehicles sector, for it is in reality
greatly hindered by the divergent national laws. Consequently, from the
point of view of both users and producers of road vehicles used for the
carriage of goods, harmonization at Communit-y levei is urgently needed in
order to bring about equal conditions competition on the Community market
and to put an end to the present distortions of competition and the
untransparency of the market. The Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs therefore urges the Council to come at last to a decision after
fifteen years of deliberations.
As regards the level at which harmonization should be undertaken,
an optimum balance should be sought between what is commercially the most
profitable solution and the limitations which have to be taken into
account in respect of damage to roads and the environment. In its
capacity as committee asked for an opinion, the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs does not wish to go into these aspects in any greater
depth.
I would request you to regard this letter as the draft opinion for




(1) Present: Mr. Pisani, chairman, Mr. Notenboom and Mr. Leonardi,
vice-chairmen, Itlr. Nyborg, draftsman, Lord Ardwick, Mr. Ansquer,
I'lr. De Keersmaeker, Mr. Van der Gun and Mr. Spinelli.




1. Point 8 of the Explanatory i[ote to this proposal for a directive
refers to energy aspects. In drawing up its proposal, the Commission
was comPelled to take into consideration the ever-dwindling resources
of petroleur.r Ernd petroleum products coupled with apparantly endless
price increases.
It makes the following protrrcsa1s for saving energy:
- Technical improvement in engines, trar^rsmission and the aero-
dynamies of vehicle construction,
- Increasing the gross vehicle weight,
- Increasing the ratio of payload to gross vehicle weight, hence
permitting increases in axle weight and reducing the number of
axles required for a given gross vehicle weight.
II. SPEEIFIC ENERGY ISSUES
3. This opinion deals only with energy issues. It is not concerned
with technical improvements in engine construction or modifications to
the transmission and aerodynamics, although improvements ln these areas
could lead to a reductlon ln fr.el consumptlon. The Comnlttee on Energy and
Research must, however, emphasize that a real contributlon to energy saving
cannot be made so1e1y by modifying the ratio of weight to englne power or of
payload to gross vehicle weight. The Committee on Energy and Research
considers it extremely important that all aspects of the problem be
studied in sufficient depth in the course of a hearing on transport, and
energy to be held in the near future by both committees.
4. As the Commission rightly points out, any increase in gross we'.ght
and permitted axle weight involves an increase in road maintenance and
road repalrs wlth assoclaLcd energy costs and additional consumption of
petroleum products. Not untl1 a meeting of this committee on 2I and 22
February 1980 dld the Commlssion provide further informatlon giving a clearer
plcture of the relatlonship between the lncrease ln road maintenance costs
and the reduction in fuel consumption. The energy ratlo seems to argue j_n
favour of a reduction in fuel consumptlon.
5- The Commlsslon's proposal to comblne a reasonably high gross welght with
moderate axle welghts is acceptable. However, it is only in a supplementary
document forwarded to us on 22 February I98o that the Commisslon has lndicated
the optlmal ratlo for maximum energy saving.
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6 ' The committee on Energy and Research has been saying for a tong time thatrallways should be used, wherever possible, to transport goods over 10ngdistances' sil-ce this method of transport ls more efficient and uses less energyAs1ongagoa6tzoecemue-r_EJ]-Tn@ntheimmediatemeaSureS
needed to alr-:viate the energy suppry crisis in the European communityf,Parliament considered that'the transport of bulk goods over long distances
should as far as possibLe be transferred from the roads to the rairways,if the necessary capacity is available,(para. g(f)). It is not our taskl-o assess the feasibility of this within the framework of transport, poricy.
However, we must emphasize the importance of keeping the consumption ofpetroleum fuel to a minimum 
, for the sltuation has certainry not improvedslnce 1973.
7 ' Road haulage is often the only means of transporting frelght. up to no!,r,1t has not been posslble to produce substltute fuers 1n sufflclent quantltles.A11 other substltutes, even the most promlslng, are no more than drstant hopesas far as wldespread use in the community 1s concerned. consequently, themaximum amount of heavy trafflc shouLd be transferred to the railways for longdistances' although the rest of the journey can and must be made by road for thereasons lndlcated.
B. f t shouJ.d be noted that Switzerlan6, a transit 
.o,rrrt.y between theNorth of the community and rtary, does noL a11ow lorries exceeding 2g tonnesin gross weight. Nor does it intend to change this policy, but it does allit c.rn to enable such lorries to be transported by rail.
9. Mention should be made of a factor that is not obvious, but affects fuelconsumption on steep gradients, whether in the Alps or elsewhere: if theratio of engine pou/er to gross weight is too unfavourable the commercialvehicre will be forced to travel very s10w1y on uphi,l gradients. rf overi.taking is not possible, cars wilr be forced to forlow the vehicre, possiblyin long queues, over an indefinite distance. since they wirr be in lowgear their fuel consumption will be correspondingly higher. fn other words,these cars wirt not be using their fuer efficientry. The quantity of fuelwasted in this way must be set against the fuel saving achieved by increasingthe gross weight of the lorry in proportion to its engine pohrer. Thecommission has not done this as yet, but it should be recognlzed that such ast-udy is dlfflcult to carry out.
r0 ' The cornmlttee on Energy and Research therefore recommends arso that thequestion of tonne,/km fuel consumption stanrrards be studied further with a_view to opening negotiations with the motor vehicle manufacturers on con-sumption targets, as has been done in the united states and Japan in respectof passenger vehicres' rn addition, maximum and, possibly, minimum speeds
T-cf Ol No C 2 of g,January 1974, p. 47
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should bc established for the different categories of commercial vehicles,
according to weight,, for ail classes of road, not just for motorways and
other roads. These uniform rules should apply throughout the Community.
T f this suggestion is not accepted, the committee will ask the Commission
to propose alternative means of achieving the same object.
11. The mode of transport which uses least fuet in relation to the volume
of freight carried is by water. However, it is limited to certain places
and the ln1tlal capltal lnvestment ls substantlal. Furthermore, perlghable
goods can be transported by thls method only under certaln condltlons and,
where speed ls a factor, transport by water ls clearly not sultable.
Nonetheless, water transport (by sea, river and canal) should not be
overlooked. From the point of view of energy saving therefore, a comPre-
hensive approach to transport policy is. now needed.
IIT. CONCLUSIONS
L2. AIl these observations lead the Committee on Energy and Research to
the conclusion that the proPosal for a directive on which we have been asked
to give an oplnion is acceptable only within the framework of a comprehensive
approach to transport based on maximum energy saving. The study prepared by
the Energy Directorate-General of the Commission, 'In favour of an energy-
efficient society'1, states that road transport accounts for more than two-
tllirds of the total energy consumption in the transport sector. Savings of
approximately 35t compared with the present consumption could be achieved
in the medium term, and in the longer term (by the year 2010 or 2025) 5Ot.
Thls ls all the more lmportant as Sectlon 8 of the explanatory note deals
speciflcally with energy policy.
13. The Comruittee on Energy and Research tberefore recommends that the
fourth recital of the proposal for a directive should list as an additional
regrri rement, the rational use of energy.
The proposal for a directive should be incorporated in an overall
Community approach to transport designed for maximum energy saving. It
should be adapted to this objective. The Committee on Energy and Research
j s aware of the political difficulties involved. But such a pollcy ls
esscnIla.l 1f we wlirh'to prevent the economlc collapse whlch would lnevltably
occur 1f our transport systems were paralysed by rack of energy.
14. consequently, this proposal for a dlrective courd be approved by the
committee on Energy and Research only if tt were intended to lay the foundation
for a future overall community poliey geared to reducj-ng the consumptlon of
o11 as a source of energy.
r Do". DG xvrr-235(7g), the so-carled saint-Geours Report, chapter 4.1.I
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15. For all these reasons, the Committee on Energy 
"rrA n""""rch asks the
Committee on Transport as the committee responsible to include the following
passages in their motion for a resolution:
(a) In the recitals:
(The European Parliament,)
- observing with regret that the Commission of the European communit
did not submit background documents on the energy-saving
measures to be taken in the transDort sector untll lonq
after Parliament was consulted,
- having regard to the fact that a large proportion of freight
can be transported only by road, but a slgnificant proportion
of long distance goods traffic could certainly be transferred more
effectively to raiI, river or coastal transport,
- having regard to the faet that up to now it has not been
possible to produce substitute fuels in sufficient
quantities to reduce significantry consumption of petroreum
products for transport purposes and that no major break-
through in this regard can be expected in the short term,
(b) U-!!s-!giy-gI-!!g_seltet_Ier_e_r99eIsllet'
- Draws the at,tention of the motor industry, t,he road haulage
sector and public opinion to the fact that 26% of Ehe
community's 
_oil- consumption goes in road transpart, motor carsaccounting for between L5 lo 2O%;
- Urges the commission to intensify its discussions with the
Community's motor industry to achleve optlmun efflclency in
the fuel consumed by road haulage vehicles;
- Recommends the commission therefore to consider more crosery'
the question of tonne,/km fuel consumption in pretrnration for
these discussions;
- underlines the need for the transport industry to make an
effective contribution proportional to its share of consumptlon
wlth regard to the savlng and ratlonal use of energy,
- Reminds the public that oil deposits are belng used up muchfaster than new ones are being discovered. Efforts to encourageenergy conservation should therefore be intensified;
- Asks the commission to organlze hearlngs or carry out approprlate
surveys for the purpose of drawlng up the maln polnts of a
communlty transport policy geared to savlng energy, and to con-sider the following points in particular:
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- the optlmum dlstributlon of trafflc between water, road
and ralr, from the economlc polnt of vlew and wlth regard
to energy savj.ng,
- reconcrliatl0n of the varlous objectlves: envlronmental
protection, reductlon in energy consumptlon, speed of
transportatlon and reductlon in costs,




speed llmits accordlng to the category of road
vehicle and the class of road used.
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON TTIE EIVVIRONMENT, PUBLIC HEAI,TH AND CONSUMER
PROfECTION
Draftsman: I'liss G.D. HOOPER
On 20 December 1979 the Committee on the Environnrent, Rrb1ic Health
and Consumer Protection appointed Miss G.D. Hooper draftsman of the
opinion.
The committee considered the proposal for a directive at its
meeting of 24 January 1980 and adopted the opinion at its meeting of
23 ilune 1980 by 7 votes to 6.
Present: IvIr Collins, chairman; Mr.Tohnson, vice-chairmani l,Iiss Hooper,
draftsman of the opinion; I,1r Adam (deputizing for lIrs Roudy), Mr Ghergo,
I,1r Forth (deputizing for Ivtr Newton Dunn), Mr lvlertens, Mr Muntingh,
Mr O'Connell, Mr Provan (deputizing for I,1r Sherlock), Mr Remilly,





CONTENT OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A DIRECTIVE
1. This proposal is a measure taken within the frameurork of the common
transport policy. Its objective is limited to laying dovrn permitted gross
vehicle weights (cW) for commercial vehicles authorised to undertake cross-
frontier carriage of goods by road within the Community.
2. permitted GW in the Community range from 32.5 tonnes in the United
xingdom to 50 tonnes in the Netherlandsl. The proposal provides a common
GVW of 44 tonnes, which means that six l,lerrrJoer States would have to increase
their permitted cVIt{ limits. There is also provision for a maximum axle
weight of 10 tonnes, which will involve a reduction of maximum axle weight
in six member countries and in creece and Spain which are due to become
menibers.
3. In addition to maximum vetricle weights, the proposal also lays down
that the commercial vehicles covered by the directive must meet Community
reguirernents relating to noise, emissions and steering and braking devices.
-
4. The present proposal is the outcome of more than 20 years of discussion
and of technical and political argument. In 1963 and 1971 the Commission
submitted proposals on maximum vehicle dimensions and weights2, and the
European Parliament detivered its opinion on them in the DE GRYSE and
RICIIARTS reports3. In L972 tJne Conrnunity of the Six came near to reaching
agreement, but this agreement was abandoned during the negotiations on the
accession of new Member States to the Community and subsequently rejected by
the Council of l,linisters. The Commission has not produced any alternative
proposals concerning vehicle dimensions, since such proposals were submitted
separately to the Council. The present proposal therefore only amends that
part of the original L971 draft directive which related to vehicle weight.
There is no proposed increase in the length of vehicles.
5. The failure of the Commission's proposal was due partly to the
difficulties facing certain countries applying for men0cership of the Com-
munity and partly to a change of attitude on the part of the Federal cerman
Goverrunent. Faced with persistent difficutties, in 1975 the Council invited
the Permanent Representatives Committee to develop, in association with the
Commission, 'a practical solution to the problem of vehicle weights and
dimensions' . In December 1976 the Commission submitted to the Council a
4working paper- which contained a recommended nenv approach. The Commission
l DresenE crm limits in France 38 tonnes, Belgium and Ltrxdttbgurg 38/40 tonnes,
, 
Oermany 38 tonnes, Italy 40 tonnes, Denmar{< 44 Lonnes
oDoc. Vrr coM(53) 131 final - oJ No. c9o, 11.9.19713ro.. 58/63 and Doc. L73/7L
4Do". Ly2876/76 (TB.ANS I38) of 22 November 1976
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was subsequently requested to draw up proposals for legislation.
The present proposal is the updated version of that working Paper
rrvised in the light of consultations with hauliers, motor manufactur€rs,
environmentalists and other interested groups.
ASSESSMENT OF THE PROP-oSAL FOR A DIRECTIVE
6. The proposal for a directive relates principally to the common trans-
port policy. Tne main environmental considerations are: noise pollution;
atmospheric pollution; vibration affecting e.g. old bridges and historic
buildings; road damage; damage to the landseape and land loss where roads
are widened or straightened or by-passes constructed; the safety of pedes-
trians (particularly children) and cyclists.
7. The only articles dealing directly with environmental considerations
ar e:
(a) Article 6, read in conjunction with Anner< III, which lays dovvn that the
commercial vehicles covered by the directive are subject to current Community
legislation on noise and emissions. These are not nerrl norms for noise and
emissions but simply the application of current legislation to a particular
type of vehicle, the committee can endorse it without further comment or
debat e.
(b) Article 7(a) relates to carriage of dangerous goods which is separately
provided for and Article 7 (b) authorizes the Member States to Iay down national
nreasures to exclude heavy goods vehicles from unsuitable routes and from towns
and villages for reasons of safety or of protection for buildings of historic
interest and for the environment. This is an important and essential deroga-
tion which is welcomed by the environmental protection grouPs.
B. There is an argunent in the explanatory note to the proposal and con-
f.irmed by the opinion of the Cornmittee on Energy and Research that heavier
Iorrles will mean femrer lorries which should lead to energ:f savings. con-
servation of resources also has an environmental aspect.
CONCLUSIONS
(). Since there was a feeling among members of this committeel ah.a th"
maximum pcrmitted weights for vehicles covered by this proposal would lead
to unacceptable environmental danger together with heavy economic costs,
the committee considers that the proposal is unreasonable and calls upon
t.he Commission to come forward with proposals for harmonization at substantially
lower limits (such as 32.5 tonnes overall and 10 tonnes on axelweight).
frnr--"tew was defended by 7 committee members. A minority of 6 members,
including the draftsman of the opinion, were of the opinion that the
present Commission proposal was sensible and deserving of support,
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10. Although in its explanatory note to the proposal, the Commission states
that alternative methods of transportation are not within the scope of the
proposal this Committee considers that regular revievrs of transportation by
rail and water should be maintained and wherever possible such alternative
methods of transportation should be encouraged.
11. In its explanatory note to the proposal for a directive, the Comnission
also states that it has had numerous contacts with environmental groups who
have ca1led for measures to be taken to curb the trend towards larger and
Iarger commercial vehicles. The Commission should be asked to ensure that
meetings with such groups should take place on a regrular basis to monitor the
situation.
L2. Finally, reference should also be made to public fears that a relatlon-
ship exists between vehicle size and road safety (with respect to both the
seriousness and nrrrnber of accidents). In this respect and also in respect of
general pollution and vibration effects and energry conservation, the Committee
on Transport should consider the application of rigorous speed limits.
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